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Abstract 

Recreation fulfils two functions in terms of labour economics: (1) as a commodity, it participates in the 

formation of national wealth by creating jobs, and  (2) through its purpose, it boosts the workforce “re-creation” in all 

economic sectors by having a major contribution to people’s recovery, therefore reducing the psychosocial risks and 

creating premises for improvement of labour productivity. The present paper focuses on the first topic regarding the 

labour economics of recreation, namely the workforce operating within the sector and puts into comparative 

perspective two European Union member states: France and Romania. While in France the enterprises specialised in 

providing artistic, cultural, sports, entertainment or gambling and betting activities form a well-established and 

efficient economic sector, in Romania they make for an emerging and fast growing industry. Results will show that the 

local recreation sectors in the two countries have rather different development orientations at macroeconomic level - 

while in France the tendency seems to be increasing the number of workers per business, Romania rather shows an 

orientation towards creating numerous scattered micro businesses. With respect to employment, the local recreation 

sector reveals to be highly unusual in terms of working hours, heterogeneity and variety of professions, and lack of 

formalised job offer. However, these abnormalities are overridden by the superior intrinsic working conditions and the 

prolonged work sustainability. 

 

Keywords: Arts, entertainment and recreation; Employment; Market dynamics; Occupations; Working conditions; Job 

offer. 
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1. Introduction 
Labour economics represents a distinct area of specialisation in the field of economics centred on analysing the 

interactions on the labour market between labour supply and demand, in an effort to understand patterns of wages, 

income and employment. Actual labour markets are imperfect, decentralised, and fragmented. The actors on the 

“human factor services market” dispose of limited information, involve significant transaction costs, and are extremely 

heterogeneous (Smith, pp. 1-2). The most widely used labour market categorisations, which are also the most obvious, 

retain occupation and geography as classification criteria. 

In this study, the attention will be focussed on a services market whose operation and prosperity relies almost 

entirely on the human resource – the local recreation market. Herein, the local recreation market designates the totality 

of business organisations specialised in providing artistic, cultural, sports, entertainment or gambling and betting 

services to a paying clientele. The enterprises in this economic field generally address their services to local clients, as 

opposed to those operating in the tourism sector. The local recreation market, in its turn, can be divided into several 

activity subgroups that will henceforth be referred as leisure markets. 

In the recent years, a number of economists have manifested interest in the analysis of individual leisure 

markets. Andreff and Nys (2002), Bourg and Gouguet (2012) focused on sports economics, and more precisely the 

market of sporting performances – the passive form of sports leisure. Colin and Gautier (2008) and Benhamou (2011) 

paid attention to the economics of arts and culture by focusing mostly on employment and consumption trough in depth 

explorations of individual arts and culture sub-markets. 

The development of the leisure industries has affected the balance of economies and has even modified their 

forms. The expansion of commercial leisure has brought major changes to the workforce structure of the tertiary sector. 

The majority of the local recreation sector’s employees and, in some cases, even the self-employed work precarious 

jobs in difficult conditions because their work programme depends on others’ interests, values and leisure time 

(Roberts, 1993, in Huet and Saez, 2005, pp. 26-27). 

The present paper looks at the local recreation market as a whole and addresses mainly aspects of labour 

economics. In the following chapters, the local recreation markets in France and Romania will be analysed in a 

comparative perspective in terms of market dynamics, employment structure, professions and competencies, job 

requirements, remuneration and working hours. However, the analysis will begin with a short presentation of the 

industry’s performance, given that the justification of any economic activity is ultimately the value that it produces. 
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2. Local recreation industry key indicators 
2.1. Value added – the economic justification 

Regarded strictly from an economic perspective, leisure has a double function: it is a commodity that 

participates in the national production, creates jobs, and intervenes in the process of income distribution (Téboul, 2004, 

pp. 44), but it also has a major contribution to people’s recovery by reducing the psychosocial risks and therefore 

creating premises for improvement of labour productivity in all economic fields. 

The contribution of the local recreation sector in GDP – measured by value added – is a reliable indicator that 

enables cross-country comparisons in terms of sectoral performances. Value added is defined as the difference between 

an industry’s total sales to final users or to other industries and the value of its purchases from other industries. 

Aggregated across all industries, it equals a country’s GDP (BEA, n.d.). Figure 1 shows the evolution of the local 

recreation industry’s contribution to GDP in France, Romania and across the European Union in the period 2000-2012. 

 

 
Source: computed based on data retrieved from Eurostat (n.d. a) 

Figure 1. Share of Arts, entertainment and recreation value added in GDP 

The graphical representation in Figure 1 indicates that the local recreation industry contributes with a very small 

amount to GDP formation. On average, in the European Union it only accounts for 1.2% to 1.4% of the total value 

added. Since the year 2000, in France the industry’s performances have steadily increased, almost always hovering 

above the EU 28 average. 

In the same period, Romania displayed major fluctuations in the local recreation industry’s contribution to the 

GDP. Starting of with an encouraging performance in 2000, the local recreation sector experienced a sharp decrease in 

productivity over the next three years, followed by a slight amelioration by 2007. However, after another downfall in 

2008 when the local recreation sector reached its lowest performance, the situation has dramatically improved reaching 

the EU average in 2010, and even exceeding it ever since. 

Regarding the local recreation industry’s prospective evolution, and judging only by the graphical representation 

in Figure 1, it may seem safe to assume that in France the leisure industries will continue to consistently contribute 

each year to the national wealth. In Romania – a country more economically unstable – the indicator’s fluctuation does 

not reveal a definite pattern and rather seems to indicate a cyclical evolution. 

 

2.2. Market dynamics – a proof of great expansion in recent years 

The enterprises that specialise in recreational services provision were purported by Urry (1990, in Huet and 

Saez, 2005, pp. 27) as “propulsive enterprises”. He states that such businesses have become emblematic for today’s 

economy – an economy that revolves around services consumption. 

Both in France and Romania, the size of the local recreation market has consistently increased over the last few 

years. Figure 2 shows the relative growth rates in the number of enterprises operating on the local recreation market in 

the two countries from 2010 to 2012 considering 2009 as base year. 

Although the graphical representation in Figure 2 stands as testimony to the fact that the local recreation sector 

has rapidly expanded during the last few years, especially in Romania, it does not offer any insight regarding the ratio 

business creation/ business dissolution within the market. The assessment of trends regarding business births and deaths 

is herein referred to as local recreation market dynamics. The market dynamics indicator (MDI) was calculated using 

the following formula: 

 
(1) 

 

where: Nb represents the number of business births; 

Nd represents the number of business deaths. 
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Source: computed based on data retrieved from Eurostat (n.d. b) 

Figure 2. Relative growth in the number of enterprises operating in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector 

 

The market dynamics indicator, as defined above, can take values in the interval [-1,1]. The minimum and 

maximum values can be reached only in the cases where either no enterprises were created or no enterprises ceased 

their activity. The formula cannot be applied in the extreme case where at a given time no businesses neither opened 

nor closed. 

A positive value of the market dynamics indicator denotes market expansion, whereas a negative value is 

revealing a shrinking market. Concurrently, proximity to the interval limits (-1 or 1) signifies a clear trend of decrease 

or increase in the number of enterprises, while proximity to 0 is indicative of a balance between business births and 

deaths. 

 

 
Source: computed based on data retrieved from Eurostat (n.d. b) 

Figure 3. Market dynamics indicator in Arts, entertainment and recreation (overall)  

Figures 3 and 4 show the evolution of the market dynamics indicator in the local recreation sector (overall and 

by enterprise size class). Results show that the overall market dynamics is very similar to the dynamics of the 

enterprises without employees, which is perfectly explainable by the fact that the large majority of enterprises in the 

field of local recreation (87.1% in France and 61.3% in Romania in 2012) have no employees. In France, the local 

recreation market registers a moderate and steady positive dynamic. In Romania, even though in 2008 and 2009 

enterprise deaths exceeded enterprise births, in 2011 the trend shifted and by 2012 the market dynamics was even 

higher than in France. 

The rest of the examined cases reveal quite different patterns as can be seen in Figure 4. 

The market dynamics indicator calculated for the enterprises operating in the local recreation sector having 1 

to 4 employees (8.7% in France and 28.8% in Romania in 2012) revealed a negative value for both countries in 2009 

and a recovery tendency towards 2010. Starting with the following year, the indicator displays positive values for both 

countries. 

The rest of the enterprises: microenterprises with 5 to 9 employees (2% in France and 4% in Romania in 2012) 

and enterprises having 10 or more employees (2.1% in France and 5.9% in Romania in 2012) are showing a similar 

pattern in terms of market dynamics between 2009 and 2012. In Romania, at the beginning of the period, there existed 

a balance between enterprise births and deaths in the local recreation sector, followed by a net increase of business 

creation in the following years. In France, up until 2011, the market dynamics indicator’s output was negative, but the 

tendency shifted in 2012 to the point of reaching the same value as Romania.  
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Source: computed based on data retrieved from Eurostat (n.d. b) 

Figure 4. Market dynamics indicator in Arts, entertainment and recreation (by size class) 

 

However, despite the different evolutions of the market dynamics indicator for the two countries, the graphical 

representations in Figures 3 and 4 reveal a similar output at the end of the period. Results show that regardless of the 

enterprise size class, in 2012, the balance enterprise births / enterprise deaths clearly tilted towards business creation in 

both France and Romania. 

 

2.3. Employment – the human capital at the core of all recreational services 

Over the last decade, concomitantly with the expansion of the local recreation market, the number of workers 

in the sector has significantly increased. From 2000 to 2012, the employment rate of the Arts, entertainment and 

recreation industry has augmented by 25% in the European Union (Eurostat, n.d. c). Figure 5 shows the relative growth 

rates of employment in the local recreation sector in France and Romania from 2001 to 2012 considering 2000 as base 

year. 

 

 
Source: computed based on data retrieved from Eurostat (n.d. c) 

Figure 5. Relative growth of employment in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector 

 

While the growth rate in the number of enterprises operating in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector 

was significantly higher in Romania compared to France, in terms of employment the situation is reversed. In France, 

the employment growth rate exceeded the EU average every year of the analysed period, while in Romania the same 

indicator situated constantly below that threshold. 
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Similarly, the share of employment in the local recreation sector within total employment is above the EU 

average in France and well below that level in Romania in the 2000-2012 period, as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
Source: computed based on data retrieved from Eurostat (n.d. c) 

Figure 6. Share of employment in Arts, entertainment and recreation within total employment 

The corroboration of the results concerning market size and employment points out different orientations of 

the local recreation markets in the two analysed countries. In France the tendency seems to be increasing the number of 

workers per business (higher growth rate in employment than in market size), whereas Romania rather shows a trend 

towards the creation of numerous scattered micro businesses (higher growth rate in market than in employment). 

Given that the vast majority of businesses in the local recreation sector are microenterprises, self-employment 

is more widespread than on average. Eurostat data (n.d. c) shows that in 2011, at EU level, the ratio of self-employment 

to employed persons in the field of local recreation was 0.27, as opposed to 0.18 which is the value registered for all 

economic activities. 

Saez (2005, in Huet and Saez, 2005, pp. 27) states that the workforce in the leisure industries mostly consists 

of young people and women, and that this class of services is representative of labour flexibility in the clearest way. 

The Eurofund report (2013, pp. 1-2) informs that, at EU level, in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector as 

opposed to other economic sectors, there is a prevalence of part-time work especially for man (32% as opposed to 13%) 

but also for women (46% as opposed to 38%). The same report informs that, at EU level, the proportion of people not 

having a formal employment contract in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector is more than twice as big 

compared to other economic fields. 

 

 

3. Specificity of employment in the local recreation sector 
3.1. Occupations – a great range of “leisure professionals” 

The International Standard Classification of Occupations is a worldwide “tool for organizing jobs into a 

clearly defined set of groups according to the tasks and duties undertaken in the job” (ILO, n.d.). The first variant of 

ISCO was adopted in 1957, and was known as ISCO-58. Consequently, three other versions were adopted in 1967, 

1987 and 2007, namely ISCO-68, ISCO-88 and ISCO-08. However, not all countries embraced this classification at the 

same time, and there are still countries that have not adopted it at all. Only a number of countries are maintaining at 

present ISCO’s original structure, while other countries have chosen to employ this classification as a model, and have 

developed their own national classifications based on it (ILO, n.d.). 

In Europe, in 1998, some countries, like the Austria, Germany, Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and France 

(Brousse, 2009, pp. 17) have adopted different standards that contain more thorough job classifications, but which 

could be “mapped” into the international standards through conversion tables (ISER, n.d.). Romania has adopted the 

ISCO standard of classification in its entirety since the collapse of the communist regime in 1989 (Elias, 1997, pp. 12). 

In 2008, when the International Standard Classification of Occupations has been updated to ISCO-08, the 

French official statistical authorities have decided to align with the new standards, and have even participated in the 

technical group that handled updating the occupational standards (Brousse, 2009, pp. 17). Therefore, at present time, 

both France and Romania are using the same structure regarding the classification of occupations. 

The occupation groups comprised in ISCO-08 are structured in a 4-level classification system, into major, sub-

major, minor and unit groups (ILO, n.d.) and are delineated based on two criterions: tasks performed and education 

(Brousse, 2009, pp. 19). The number of occupation unit groups is 436. In France the 4-digit codification of occupations 

is complemented by a list of 1767 occupations developed by Onisep (National Office for Education and Career 

Information) (n.d.), whereas in Romania the ISCO 4-level structure is further detailed on yet another level resulting in 

an extensive glossary of 4256 occupations, each one with a unique 6-digit code (Ministerul Muncii, n.d.). 
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A search through the two countries’ nomenclatures of occupations has revealed a great variety of professions 

specific to the local recreation labour market. In Romania, 213 out of the 4256 occupations listed designate “leisure 

professionals”. Annexe 1 shows the lists of occupations in the field of local recreation in Romania translated into 

English from the national nomenclature. The list of leisure occupations from France mostly overlaps with the 

Romanian occupations nomenclature, but nevertheless, there are certain occupations that are omitted from the latter 

which include a number of artisans (metal processing artisan, ceramist, milliner, glazier, stained glass artist, embroider, 

boot-maker), artistic performances support professionals (production manager, show administrator, sound engineer, 

scenario writer, song writer, prop master), and few culture related occupations (heritage moderator, nature moderator, 

responsible for cultural projects). 

The richest leisure market in terms of occupations variety is the arts market. In the Romanian nomenclature 

there are more than 30 professions related to musical interpretation, nearly 20 related to artistic performances and 

another 15 related to artistic creation, while the other over 20 occupations in the field designate either managerial or 

support professionals. The culture and sports labour markets are also encompassing a wide range of occupations – 

approximately 50 each. Culture related occupations include librarians and archivists, zoologists and botanists, guides 

and other cultural establishments clerks. Occupations in the field of sports are mainly divided into two categories: 

training professionals and professional athletes. The Romanian occupations nomenclature comprises, however, fewer 

professionals specialised in entertainment or in gambling and betting, but undoubtedly, the activities carried out in 

these recreation fields are less reliant on the human factor than the aforementioned ones by being more dependent on 

technology (e.g. theme park rides, slot machines, online betting arenas, online casinos). 

 

2.2. Job offer – scarce employment offer in the online environment 

Different industries have their own specificities regarding personnel recruitment. Also, it is rather obvious that 

micro and small enterprises will have different approaches in searching for new employees compared to multinational 

corporations, or even large companies. Therefore, it is expected that the number of employment ads posted in the 

online environment by local recreation enterprises is not very high, and even more restraint in Romania where the 

prevalence of microenterprises is higher. 

In order to obtain consistent and accurate findings regarding the demand for employment in the online 

environment several constraints have been imposed. Thus, the search needed to be performed in a weekday, on both 

countries in the same day, and utilising the same search method for both countries. The search was carried out on 

Wednesday, 18th of March 2015 on the first two job platforms displayed on a Google search for each of the two 

countries. In France, the search was made on Pole-Emploi website (n.d.) and Indeed website (n.d.). In Romania the job 

platforms accessed were eJobs (n.d.) and BestJobs (n.d.). Table 1 shows the results of the search. 

 

Table 1. Job offer for local recreation professionals on the top job platforms from the Internet 

  

France Romania 

Employment ads Percentage Employment ads Percentage 

Entertainment 716 32% 6 5% 

Sports 533 24% 17 13% 

Arts 429 19% 2 2% 

Culture 353 16% 79 61% 

Gambling and betting 191 9% 26 20% 
TOTAL 2222 - 130 - 

 

The data in Table 1 shows very high discrepancies regarding the size of the job offer in the two countries. 

Even in relation to the employment level, in France there are more than twice as many job ads for leisure professionals 

compared to Romania (the ratio of employment ads / total employment is 0.40 in France and 0.18 in Romania). Given 

that the data has been collected only from the Internet and only from two job platforms in each country, the results may 

not be representative for the whole sector, but rather for the larger enterprises from the sector that are more inclined to 

choose this approach for recruiting the personnel. Major differences also appear in terms of employment demand 

within the individual leisure industries. In Romania, the majority of job offers found on the Internet are in the field of 

culture, while in France the highest demand for personnel is in the field of entertainment. 

The Eurofund report (2013, pp. 2-9) informs that the earnings in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector 

are slightly below the EU 28 level. However, the intrinsic job quality of workers in the local recreation sector appears 

to be significantly higher than in other economic sectors and workers from the sector report more frequently favourable 

changes concerning their remuneration than on average – fewer workers reporting a decrease in salary and more 

workers reporting a salary increase in the 2009-2010 period. 
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2.3. Working hours – typically atypical 

The jobs on the leisure market usually suppose atypical working hours, and the logic behind this is fair and 

simple – leisure industries employ as “raw material” people’s leisure time and therefore the working hours have to be 

adapted to the requirements of the population majority that works regular hours. An investigation conducted between 

1996 and 2001 in Japan showed that in the class of services to which belong leisure industries, the deployment rates are 

approximately the same every day from Mondays to Saturdays, and the number of people working on Sundays is of 

60%, the highest percentage of all occupational categories (Boulin et al., 2006, pp. 351). 

In 2013 at EU level, workers in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector worked an average number of 33 

hours per week, specifically 10% less relative to the whole economy. This discrepancy is explained by the greater 

incidence of part-time employment in the targeted sector. In France, although generally the number of hours weekly 

worked is lower than across the EU following the reduction of working time in the early 2000s, the difference between 

the number of working hours of leisure professionals and other workers in maintained. In Romania, a rather peculiar 

situation arises, as employed persons in the field of local recreation appear to work even more hours compared to the 

average working hours registered on total economic activities (Eurostat, n.d. d).  

At European Union level, workers in microenterprises from the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector are 

subject to larger variations in working hours than those working in similar enterprises from other economic sectors, as 

well as those working in SMEs in the same activity field. Notwithstanding, the majority of employed persons in the 

local recreation sector are pleased with their current working hours, and among those who do not fall into this category 

more workers would like a prolonged programme rather than to work fewer hours. Moreover, in terms of work 

sustainability, local recreation sector activities seem to impact positively the heath of workers who are more likely to be 

able to perform their jobs even after having reached the age of 60 (Eurofund, 2013, pp. 2-10). 

 

 

3. Conclusions 
In terms of labour economics, the local recreation sector does not only fulfil the function of job creation. It 

also boosts the workforce “re-creation” in all economic fields by having a major contribution to people’s recovery, 

therefore reducing the psychosocial risks and creating premises for improvement of labour productivity. This paper 

approached the first topic concerning the labour economics of local recreation, namely the workforce operating within 

the sector. 

In the case of the leisure industries where the quality of the services provided depends almost entirely on the 

skills and training of the professionals, Ko and Pastore’s (2004, pp. 158) saying “providing quality service is not only 

the most important factor for consumer satisfaction, but it is the principal criterion that measures the competitiveness of 

a service organisation” is especially true. 

The comparative study France-Romania resulted in a number of insightful findings. In brief, while in France 

the enterprises specialised in providing artistic, cultural, sports, entertainment or gambling and betting services 

compose a well-established economically efficient sector in France, in Romania they make for an emerging and fast 

growing industry. 

In France, the local recreation sector value added shows a slow, continuous and steady increase almost always 

hovering above the EU average from 2000 to 2012. In Romania, the same indicator has a highly fluctuating and 

irregular evolution – starting off with an encouraging performance in 2000 but well below the EU average, it has 

downfall in 2008, then reaches the European Union threshold in 2010, and even exceeds it ever since. 

In terms of market dynamics, France displays a moderate and steady positive dynamic. In Romania, even 

though in 2008 and 2009 enterprise deaths exceeded enterprise births, in 2011 the trend shifted and by 2012 the market 

dynamics was even higher than in France. The consistent evolution of the two indicators supports the fact that market 

dynamics is one of the key determinants of the local recreation industry’s value added. 

The growth rate in the number of enterprises operating in the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector was 

significantly higher in Romania compared to France in the 2000-2012 period. However, with regard to employment the 

situation is reversed. In France, the employment growth rate constantly and considerably exceeded the European Union 

average throughout the analysed period, while in Romania the same indicator has never even reached the EU threshold. 

The corroboration of the results concerning market size and employment reveals that the enterprises operating 

in the local recreation sector from the two countries have rather different orientations. The trend in France seems to be 

increasing the number of workers per business, whereas Romania rather shows an orientation towards the creation of 

numerous scattered micro businesses. 

Employment in the local recreation sector can be considered highly unusual from several perspectives. First 

and foremost, the working hours are typically atypical because the operation of recreation industries depends on the 

leisure time of the population, and therefore the working hours have to be adapted to the requirements of those with a 

regular work programme. Also, although at EU level workers in the local Arts, entertainment and recreation sector are 

working on average up to 10% shorter hours, this is not the case for Romania where they appear to be working even 

more hours. 
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At EU level, workers in microenterprises from the Arts, entertainment and recreation sector are subject to 

larger variations in working hours, but the majority of them are pleased with their working programme, and among 

those who do not fall into this category there are more workers who would like a prolonged programme rather than to 

work fewer hours. Moreover, the nature of the activities performed in the local recreation sector activities seems to 

impact positively the heath of workers who are more likely to be able to perform their jobs even after having reached 

the age of 60. 

Another specificity of the leisure sector is its heterogeneity in terms of activities and professionals. The local 

recreation industry’s efficiency and proper functioning is reliant on the skills and training of a great variety of leisure 

professionals – in the Romanian nomenclature of occupations alone there are 213 leisure-related professions, and the 

list is not nearly exhaustive. 

Estimating the dimension of the job offer on the local recreation market proves to be very difficult due to the 

fact that the majority of employers are not formalising their job offer through employment ads, and most probably 

prefer recruiting the personnel among acquaintances or family members – especially in Romania where the prevalence 

of microenterprises or SMEs is higher. Although the remuneration level in the local recreation industry is slightly lower 

compared to the EU average, workers report more frequently favourable changes in salary than on average. 

Overall, results show that the development of the leisure industries is a reality, and that in today’s experience 

economy, local recreation businesses – the so-called “propulsive enterprises” (Urry, 1990, in Huet and Saez, 2005, pp. 

27) are no longer just a luxury but a necessity. 
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5. Annexes 
Annexe 1. Glossary of occupations in the field of local recreation in Romania 

 

Occupations in the field of arts  Occupations in the field of culture 

143901 chief of decorator workshop  143103 
territorial chief advisor of the culture 

inspectorate 

143905 
head of conservation-restoration laboratory 

for works of art 
 143104 cultural settlement director 

143911 head of event management department  143105 cultural manager 

216303 worker in modelling workshops  213105 botanist advisor 

216304 dresser  213106 botanist expert 

216305 costumes painter creator  213107 botanist specialized inspector 

216307 fashion designer  213108 botanist specialized referent 

265102 plastic arts artist  213109 zoologist advisor 

265103 animated films cartoonist  213110 zoologist expert 

265104 illustrator  213111 zoologist specialized inspector 

265105 models creator  213112 zoologist specialized referent 

265106 painter  213115 zoologist 

265107 stage designer painter  213116 botanist 

265108 sculptor  262101 archivist 

265109 doll sculptor  262102 
conservative for works of art and 

historical monuments (graduate studies) 

265110 painting restorer  262103 curator 

265201 accompanist  262104 
restorer of works of art and historical 

monuments (graduate studies) 

265202 lyrical artist  262105 archive conservative (graduate studies) 

265203 concert master  262106 archive restorer (graduate studies) 

265204 music assistant  262107 
restorer of cultural goods (graduate 

studies) 

265205 chorister  262108 conservative/ restorer of murals 

265206 conductor  262109 
conservative/ restorer of paintings on 

wood 
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265207 musical illustrator  262110 
conservative/ restorer of wooden artistic 

components in historical monuments 

265208 canto studies master  262111 
conservative/ restorer of metal artistic 

components in historical monuments 

265209 instrumentalist  262112 

conservative/ restorer of stone, ceramics 

and  stucco artistic components in 

historical monuments 

265210 chorus master  262113 

conservative/ restorer of stained and 

plain glass artistic components in 

historical monuments 

265211 music reviewer  262201 bibliographer 

265212 music secretary  262202 librarian (graduate studies) 

265213 orchestra chief  262203 documentarian (graduate studies) 

265214 soloist  262204 book broadcast reviewer 

265215 singer  262205 book reader 

265216 opera prompter  262206 archivist librarian 

265217 music notes copier  262207 
specialized referent for cultural 

settlement 

265218 specialist in wind instruments  343301 
restorer of works of art and historical 

monuments (undergraduate studies) 

265219 instrumentalist artist  343302 
conservative of art works and historical 

monuments (undergraduate studies) 

265220 concert soloist  343303 
restorer of cultural goods (undergraduate 

studies) 

265221 choir conductor  343304 
conserver of cultural goods 

(undergraduate studies) 

265222 music assistant master  343305 archive restorer (undergraduate studies) 

265223 opera lyrical artist  343306 
archive conserver (undergraduate 

studies) 

265224 opera chorister  441101 librarian (undergraduate studies) 

265225 harpsichord piano tuner master  441102 disc archivist 

265226 luthier master  441103 film archivist 

265227 organ specialist  441104 audio recording archivist 

265228 musical director  441105 photo archivist 

265229 singer  441106 book wielder 

265230 instrumentalist musician  441107 video archivist 

265231 disc-jockey  441501 archivist 

265232 video-jockey  441502 documentation official 

265233 master of ceremonies  511312 cultural objective guide 

265234 instrumentalist (secondary studies)  516907 socio-educational animator 

265301 ballet dancer  612902 captive wildlife caretaker 

265302 choreographer  931202 landscaping caretaker 

265303 ballet studies master  962910 museum supervisor 

265304 ballet master   

265305 ballet soloist  Occupations in the field of gambling and betting 

265306 dance master  421201 croupier 

265307 dancer  421202 changeur (casino) 

265308 dance instructor  421203 games supervisor (casino) 

265401 artistic consultant  421204 chief of table (casino) 

265416 theatre prompter  421205 head of table (casino) 

265417 circus arts master   

265432 creative director  Occupations in the field of sports 

265433 production organizer (graduate studies)  134508 school sports club manager 

265434 stage designer  143101 sports federation coach 

265435 assistant production designer  143102 aviation club commander 

265437 delegate producer for theatre  143106 sports federation president 

265438 back stage director  143107 sports club president 

265439 stage director  143108 sports federation general secretary 
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265501 actor  143109 chief of horse competitions agency 

333903 music agent  143114 owner (endorser) in sports 

333904 theatre impresario  143115 sports structures administrator 

333908 booking agent  226909 
researcher in physical education and 

sports 

333909 show organizer  226910 
research assistant in physical education 

and sports 

343101 photographer  226911 sports advisor 

343102 photo lab technician  243221 referee 

343103 photo retoucher  263503 doping control officer 

343104 film processing operator  342101 professional footballer 

343501 décor handler, fitter  342102 professional athlete in other sports 

343502 modelling technician  342103 rugby player 

343504 lighting designer  333905 sports manager 

343505 sound master  342201 coach 

343506 cartoonist (undergraduate studies)  342202 sports instructor 

343510 assistant art director  342203 federation secretary 

343512 performances make-up artist  342204 professional football coach 

343513 wig maker  342205 martial arts instructor 

343521 stage lighting electrician  342206 
ski/ riding/ golf/ tennis/ swimming/ 

extreme sports instructor (monitor) 

343522 artistic secretary  342207 coordinator coach 

343523 room custodian manager  342208 sports referee judge 

511305 art galleries guide/interpreter  342209 assistant coach 

524102 model for artistic workshops and advertising  342210 sports agent 

962912 performance hall supervisor  342211 accredited sports official 

 

 
 342212 firing range instructor 

Occupations in the field of entertainment  342213 firing range supervisor 

265502 dolls handling actor  342214 
ski, snow-boarding and snow sliding 

sports monitor 

265503 circus artist  342215 aquatic education instructor 

265901 acrobat  342216 football referee 

265902 clown  342217 sports events organizer 

265903 magician  342118 
doping control officer (undergraduate 

studies) 

265904 hypnotist  342219 sports steward 

265905 trapeze artist  342301 sports animator 

265906 stunt artist  342302 fitness instructor 

265907 extra  342303 fitness trainer 

265908 tamer  342304 aerobic-fitness instructor 

516902 club host  342305 physical education instructor 

516903 services provision organizer  511309 equestrian tourism guide 

516911 conjurer  511310 sports tourism guide 

516912 circus illusionist  516910 ski slope operator 

   541903 swimming pool lifeguard 

Occupations in all fields of recreation  541905 lifeguard 

523001 ticketing agent  931201 sports facilities caretaker 

523002 booking clerk    
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